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Each nd v dual has a natural level of 
performance on the test. The system calculates 
a spec f c basel ne for each nd v dual after 
the f rst 10 scores. The basel ne computat on 
then “rolls forward” as t follows the nd v dual’s 
ncreas ng sk ll, wh ch generally levels out after 
a per od of t me.  AlertMeter compares the 
nd v dual’s current performance to the r 
basel ne. Th s ensures that each nd v dual s 
tested n compar son to h s/her own norm 
rather than in comparison to others.   

At the start of each day, or at another ass gned 
t me, employees will log nto the test and tap 
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AlertMeter is a top screen indicator that is 
used to identify employees who are struggling 
with alertness and focus, a state of mind which 
can jeopardize both the safety 
and that of those around them.  

It is sensitive to a number of issues 
that might cause a person’s alertness to 
be greatly expanding  on the 
concept of impairment from what is currently 
considered today.  

For example, a person  who shows up to work 
hungover from drinking the night before 
can be as much of a safety risk  as someone 
who comes to work under the influence  of 
alcohol.  However , current alertness testing
methods o�er  no way to determine illness as 
a cognitive impairment .  Nor would anyone 
know if another person had been up all night 
with a sick child,  and is coming to work in a 
state of serious  fatigue. All of us experience 
life’s consequences, and AlertMeter creates

No, but it can be used as a top screen 
indicator for the entire workforce every day, 
which far surpasses random drug testing as a 
means of identifying impairment in the 
workplace. 

The AlertMeter is sensitive to any number of 
issues that might cause a person’s alertness to 
be diminished. Examples include:
• Being exhausted from staying up all night with
a sick child
• Coming down with the flue
• The use of a medication or substance that is
impeding concentration or causing drowsiness
• A relationship crisis or the receipt of bad news

Because the detection is general, no immediate 
conclusions should be made on why the 
problem exists or how to proceed.  A low score 

does not automatically imply that punitive 
action should be taken.  

Knowing the general cause for non-
alertness can help determine the next 
steps, if any.  Consistent with general

HR policy, the goal is a quick 
conversation to learn more about what 

     can be done to keep the employee and the 
work environment safe. The time,  expense  
and often tragedy that occur after an 
accident can be reduced  with  this proact ive 
practice.

The Purpose f 

a non-punitive environment for this 
awareness.

The test is designed to be an object-
ive observation to enable further
discussion between the supervisor
and employee when appropriate.

HR   
Guide and simple training materials to 
facilitate integrating the process into your 
company.
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Compan es have had very l ttle opportun ty to 
help keep the r employees alert and focused 
beyond mon tor ng the use of drugs and 
alcohol n the workplace.  Th s has 
resulted n an unwanted “us versus 
them” dynam c that focuses on 
catch ng people do ng someth ng 
wrong, and gnores other leg t mate 
reasons why someone may be strugg
l ng with alertness. 

AlertMeter allows companies to 
dent fy an employee who s having an 
day” from reasons nclud ng fat gue, llness, 
and emot onal distracton. This helps them 
develop a culture of caring,  not pol c ng, and 
concentrates on keeping employees safe 
and keep ng product v ty up.  

t

Fat ue s a very real ssue n many 
workplaces and as often cited as a cause for 
acc dents anywhere accdents are being
measured. The clearest nd cat on of fatigue 
n accidents comes from the transportation
ndustry, which collects the most data on the 
subject. The National  H ghway T c Safety 
Adm n strat on est mates that drowsy driving
was responsible for 72,000 crashes, 44,000 
njur es, and 800 deaths in  2013.  However,
these numbers are underestimated, and  up 
to 6,000 fatal crashes each year may be 
caused by drowsy dr vers.

Many businesses have never measured fat gue 
because they have no way to measure t. Some 

people bel eve that fat gue can be controlled 
by the power of the r will. However,

th s s not the case. Study after study 
has shown that people can stay alert 
through fat gue, but w ll nvar ably 
exper ence a loss of per pheral v s on, 
concentrat on, short-term memory, as 

well as reduced decis on-making sk lls, 
the ab lity to cope with stress, and many 

more negat ve consequences.  A person who 
has missed a night  of sleep has roughly the 
same 
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mpa rment ssues as a person who is 
drunk. Being awake for 23 straight  hours results 
n a comparat ve Blood Alcohol Content level 
of .05%. AlertMeter can help people become 
aware of the seriousness of their  fat gue, and 
help supervisors and employees make 
dec s ons to keep the environment  safe. 

AlertMeter  s a process that 
dent f es any decrease n cogn t ve alertness 
from a person’s normal basel ne. There may be 
t mes when further action s needed to 
determ ne the cause of the decrement, but 
often, awareness of the situation  and  a  quick 
d scuss on about reduc ng r

Why Is AlertMeter Needed 

In the Workplace ?
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AlertMeter is a top screen indicator that is 
used to identify employee non-alertness in 
the moment. The data can also be used in 
correlation with accident data, issues of 
quality control and low productivity,  and shift 
scheduling decisions.

s
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onsible for in real time.  A report is 
able for downloading that can be de-

company collects to discover 
important correlations. 

The AlertMeter is a tool for helping 
supervisors identify employees who 
may be struggling with alertness in 

moment.  This may include making it easier 
for supervisors to make decisions with 
reasonable cause for drug or alcohol 
testing, or simply provide more 
information to decide which employees 
should be operating high risk equipment.

Based on the HR policies of your company, a 
supervisor will not be required to delve into 
the personal nature of an employee’s life and 
can concentrate on the 
issues of improving safety, reducing  
risk, and maximizing performance.     

How  Operates

In Your Workplace
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 logins and passwords for 
 employees.  The app is 

available app stores, and upon 
,  can log in with their 

can set up the test on a tablet placed on 
the wall or table near where employees enter, 
or  a laptop or 
desktop computer.

We will set up a confidential portal online for 
your selected administrators to use. On this 
site, you can set up Supervisor notifications, 
Supervisor Groups, and allow Supervisors to 
view individual results and history, as well as 
download reports on groups in CSV format.

We will provide you with our HR Guide  and 
training materials which have been developed 
to help you integrate the program 
into your company  The HR Guide  includes 
HR guidelines for using the AlertMeter, training 
materials to introduce the AlertMeter to both 
supervisors and employees, and 

 

improve

• Software and interfaces
• AlertMeter Alertness Test to use for impairment

testing for all selected employees
• Administrative Dashboard via web portal

- Tracking employee alertness scores
- Reporting

• Education and training for employees,
managers, and system facilitators

• Remote access and monitoring
• Online help desk support
• HR Guide 

• Browser Version:
− Touchscreen tablets, or
− Laptop or desktop computers

• Smartphone Version:
− Apple or Android smartphone

AlertMeter’s

Fit-For-Work Program
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Q. Where do the employees take the test?

A. The test is usually taken where
employees begin their shifts. Many
organizations a�x  touchscreen tablets to

entries, or have them on the table so
employees can use them, take the test, and
set them down for the next user
option is using the smartphone app version
of the test, or to use a laptop or desktop
computer.  The test can be taken at any time
throughout the day, or multiple times.

Q. What do employees think of the test?

A. Surveys overwhelmingly show that

of alertness tests, and employers feel that 
alertness tests create a safer work 
environment.

Q. How does management know when
someone deviates significantly from their 
baseline?

A. The system provides a dashboard that is
accessible through login credentials. The 
system also sets up text messages or other 
notifications for supervisors when a 
deviation is flagged.

Q. Can you game the system?

A. Obviously you can’t design anything
perfectly, but we have built gaming 
detection into the software. If it detects 
gaming, the system aborts for a set 
period of time. It's important to note that 
as users become more adept at taking 
the test, their baselines automatically 
roll forward into more recent scores to 
reflect their improvement with the test, 
and the system is designed to notice if 
someone is intentionally trying to 
manipulate their baseline.

A. Not at all; the test is actually
enjoyable to take, and most people like
to see their daily score as an insight into
their current mental acuity.

Commonly Asked Questions

About Using AlertMeter
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Outcomes  and Impacts

operations do not truly protect the lives of the 
thousands of individuals who put their trust in 
the hands of operators on the assumption that 
they are alert. Trials such as this one show that 
practical methods that do a better job of 
screening are available.

Mandatory drug and alcohol testing may reduce 
drug use but this activity needs to be re- 

accidents caused by impairment. A new policy 
o�ering companies the option of fitness for work 

or as a substitute for drug testing should be 

The study showed that a shape-recognition task 
has considerable sensitivity to fatigue and may 
be su�cient to screen for severely fatigued 
workers. Human fatigue is generally considered 
to be di�cult to quantify and measure, so in 
theory a test that is sensitive to fatigue will also 
be sensitive to other causes of impairment 
including drug and alcohol e�ects, but further 
testing with alcohol in particular will need to be 
done to confirm this hypothesis.

Science and Background

Of AlertMeter
AlertMeter is a patented impairment detection 
system that was designed from a technology 
developed by Bowles-Langley Technology 
in San Francisco, California called the BLT 
Alertness Test.  

Funded in part by NOISH, the BLT Test has been 
used in Predictive Safety's Fatigue Management 
System PRISM since 2011, and was the origin of 
the AlertMeter, a stand-alone impairment test 
with over 15 patents and patents pending 
worldwide. 

Excerpts from “Research Report: Measuring 
Human Fatigue with the BLT Testing System,” 
September 24, 2009 

A copy of the entire report is available
upon request.

The BLT Alertness test was shown to be a usable 
and understandable short test with 
good operator acceptance. The protocols for 
Aims 1, 2 and 3 included testing 155 individuals 
from a variety of educational backgrounds, ages 
and ethnicities. All subjects were able to 
understand the test and respond properly using 
the left and right arrow keys on a computer 
keyboard. Very few subjects indicated that 
the test was too fast, too di�cult or too long. This 
finding confirmed the premise that the BLT 
Alertness Test is acceptable for the general 
working population. 
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Of AlertMeter
Science and Background

xcerpts from esting Alertness of mergency 
Medicine esidents in an Academic Hospital 

etting  
Publication forthcoming

A study was conducted at the of 

academic hospital emergency department 
environment among emergency medicine 

determine whether AlertMeter test results 

levels correlated with typical circadian 
biorhythms, and how their alertness levels were 
a�ected by the length of the shift. 

Given the AlertMeter test results’ ability to 
correlate with expected fluctuations in 
circadian rhythms among the emergency 
medicine residents in the study as well as the 
benefits of fatigue management in reducing 
safety risk in general, the AlertMeter appears 
to be a viable method for monitoring 
alertness among emergency medicine 
residents regardless of shift time or length. 

Having a credible measure of alertness for 
individual residents can positively influence 
shift- and task-scheduling to reduce risk of 
error and allow individuals to take 
countermeasures as appropriate—such as 
rest, food, and moderate doses of ca�eine 
like a cup of co�ee—and improve their 
alertness levels.
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